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Welcome to the real world.
No matter what your parents, friends, relatives, professors or
anyone else tells you, college is your first true taste of the real
world. A solid university such as Jacksonville State is a microcosm
of society. It's diverse and structured. It's a place of learning, sure;
but what you learn outside of the classroom is every bit as important as what you learn inside.
The only rule of living as a student is this: there are no rules.
You're out on your own, for the most part. Mom and Dad may pay
that tuition bill, but whether they do or don't, you're no longer just
a kid. Even if you still live at home, your life is going to change.
The major difference between high school and college is authority. No one is going to tell you what to do and when to do it. If you
cut class, no one comes after you. If you act up, you don't get sent
to the principal's office. In college, you make your own opportunities, be they good or bad. No one presents them to you.
If yqu overcut a class, you fail. If you act up too much, you get
kicked out.

Yeah, that's harsh, but it's true.
On the upside, the good opportunities available to you have
multiplied exponentially. The world isn't quite your oyster yet, but,
the buffet looks good: Greek organizations, professional organizations, clubs, athletics, music, religious groups, student government
and media ... you name it, we've got it. And then, of course, there
are the academic opportunities; I think you'll find that JSU is one of
t'1e best educational buys around.
Since there are no rules, I can only give advice. It's important to
get involved. No matter what your interests, JSU has some type of
club, organization or activity suitable for you. There's more to
college that academic pursuits; there's a whole other side to JSU
than just the classroom. Going to class and then right back to your
dorm room is a definite no-no; you'll have extra time on your
hands, so putting it to use in an extra-cirricular activity is a good
way to pass it.
You may want to keep in mind, too, that taking on too much is
just going to add stress to your life. Being a "joiner" is good in
moderation, but "biting off more than you can chew" is certainly a
factor.
Make friends. I guarantee that you'll never have better friends in
your life than the ones you make in college. We're all in the same
boat, so it's easy to get to know one another. Start now, at orientation, building those friendships that will literally last a lifetime.
Prioritize. Make a list of things to do. Keep a day-planner. You'll
quickly find that running out of time is a problem.

CATHOLIC-STUDENTS ORGANIZATION
For more information about the C.S.O. program, please call Father Bill Lucas
at (205) 435-3238.

Most of all, however cliched it sounds, be yourself. Out of 8,000
people, there'll be plenty who wi ll like you and appreciate you for
who you are. And, inevitably, you' ll be drawn to those people.
Enjoy The Ab_stract, our
special publication for incoming
students. Take the advice to
heart.
And, good luck.

Jamie Cole
Editor

.
~

The C.S.O. meets at
~St. Charles Catholic Church
~Ill'-/
on 7th Street, NE
Jacksonville.
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FREE GIFT!*
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teens, parents and contact lenses!*. Ask us about the comfort and convenience of soft contact
lenses. Call for an appointment today.
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CAll FOR A FREE CONSULTATION!
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There's more to college than just the classroom ... and JSU
has lots of opportunities for you to get involved! Featured here
are just a few.
BY BENJAMIN CUNNINGHAM

Student Government Association
Perhaps the most widely recognized way to get involved on
cam_pus is to work with the one student organization that affects
everyone on campus sometime during each academic year: the
Student Government Association.
Your SGA consists of 35 senators, elected by the student body at
large, and five executive officers, including the president, first and
second vice presidents, controller, and publicity director.
The SGA is elected by the student body to represent student
interests on and off campus. The SGA's various committees
organize, oversee, or have a hand in almost everything that goes on
at JSU, including concerts, films, public safety, academic regulations and more. The SGA President sits in on meetings of the
University's Board of Trustees to represent the students at the top
of JSU's power structure.
Newly-elected president Emily Hawk, who is beginning her
fourth year of involvement with the SGA, says it is an excellent
way to gain valuable experience, whatever a student's interests are.
"It gives students experience working with other people and on
committees, which a lot of times they'll have to have in the job
world," says Hawk. "You can always find something you're
interested in, whether it's entertainment, or government, or just
helping out with an event."
The SGA's committees offer students ways to get involved in just Get involved: SGA meetings like this 'one are held
about anything. There are several committees devoted to organiz- . weekly. All students are encouraged and welcome to
attend. Students are also eligible to run/or SGA
ing on-campus entertainment, from stand-up comedy, to casino.style gambling, to concerts from big-time groups such as Silk and
Hootie & the Blowfish. One committee is responsible for arranging
the festivities for Homecoming week; another presents Hollywood
blockbusters on campus at a low price; still another oversees all
You're on th~gridiron, giving it all you've got.
student-oriented elections on campus.
The sweat is coming off you in buckets, and the
You don't have to be an elected senator to get involved with the
crowd is going wild. You know the hours of
SGA. In fact, all students are automatically SGA members upon
practice are paying off, and you're proud to be
payment of their tuition, according to Hawk. "It's up to them
wearing a JSU uniform -- a JSU Marching
whether they're an active member or not," she says.
Southerners uniform, that is.
"All they have to do is come
The Marching Southerners are recognized
by the SGA office and fill out a
nationally as one of the premier marching bands
form," Hawk says about getting
in the Southeast. Consisting of an average of
involved. "Or you can come up
about
250 members a year, the Southerners
here and hang out." The SGA
perform at JSU football games, pep rallies and
offices are on the top floor of
other University events, as well as appearing in
the Theron Montgomery
exhibition at high school marching festivals
Building (TMB). The senate
throughout the region.
meets at 6:00 every Monday
The Southerners' shows not only provide
night in the auditorium on the
entertainment, but also function as a promotional
third floor of the TMB. All
tool for the University and the department of
students are welcome and are
music. "It's the largest recruiting tool the Uniencouraged to express their
versity has," says Ken Bodiford, JSU's director
cqncerns at the meetings.

Keith Tasker

senator, then SGA offices ... or, "you can come ... and
hang out," says president Emily Hawk.

Marching Southerners

of bands, who oversees the Southerners. "Nine
out of ten people who have heard of Jax State
have probably heard of the Southerners," he adds.
Aside from promoting the University, Bodiford
says the .band provides members with a family
they might not otherwise have while at college.
"Incoming freshmen are automatically introduced
to 250 to 300 friends," he says. "It helps them to
feel like they're a part of Jax State. It makes the
transition (from high school) to college easier."
Jay Baumgardener, a member of the band for
four years, says a performance with the Southerners is a unique experience. "For a minute you
feel like you're above everybody else; you feel
like you're the only thing in the universe."
Band camp begins this year on Aug. 20.
Bodiford says that anyone interested in marching
with the Southerners should contact the JSU band
office at 782-5562 for more information.

Student Media
WLJS-FM is JSU's 3,000 watt staff of around seven and a host
radio station. An all-student
of volunteer writers labor each
staff of about 20 people, includ- week to produce a 16- to 24ing five paid positions, works
page paper, complete with
daily to produce a full day's
coverage of on- and off-campus
worth of top-notch, profesnews, features, sports and
sional-quality radio programentertainment.
ming.
Each week's edition comes
Station manager and program
out on Thursday morning and is
director Robert Ray says 92J
placed in most buildings on
--l follows a block programming
campus and some off-campus
~ fotmat to attract a wide variety
spots, where students can pick it
'-----c:=...-=-.c......c..__. ;: of tastes. The station offers
up for free.
shows featuring blues and jazz,
On the air: WLJS-FM, 921.
The Mimosa, JSU's yearbook,
news and classical music from
provides students with similar
JSU' s radio station, newspaNational Public Radio, alternaopportunities for experience and
per, and yearbook offer students tive music and classic rock.
involvement.
a chance to get involved in
The Chanticleer is JSU' s
The Mimosa has a paid staff
many on- and off-campus
award-winning student newspa- . of around 8 people, assisted by
events, and have fun while
per, produced entirely by
volunteer writers in producing
gaining work experience.
students, for students. A paid
the 350-400 page book.

Religious organizations
College life introduces students to many new concerns and
pressures. It's easy to get lost among all the things to think about
and do. That's part of the reason JSU' s various campus ministries
are here.
"We emphasize the mental, we emphasize, often, the physical and
the social, but the spiritual is also important," says Bob Ford, of
Baptist Campus Ministries. "To be a whole person you have to
have all of these things." BCM offers its members a wide range of
activities, from musical programs, to drama, to puppet theater.
The different campus ministry organizations offer JSU ·students
the means to grow spiritually through Bible studies, worship
services and the like. There is much more, however, to what the
ministries do on campus and in the community.
"We try to do service projects ... and social functions," says Bill
Lucas of St. Charles Church, which sponsors the Catholic Student
Organization.
The Wesley Foundation, JSU's Methodist presence, sponsors an
annual Hunger and Homeless Week as a service to society.
Among the various services offered by the ministries, perhaps the
most fundamental is the opportunity for students to get to know
each other. "It gives them a chance to be with others who may
share some of the same beliefs ... the same values that they do,"
Lucas says. "It's chance for them to get some community support
for themselves, to interact with people in a different way ."
Many denominations of the Christian faith are represented at JSU,
· and all by nature welcome new students' involvement.

Helping out: Religious organizations do more than just worship. J:heyalso play a big role in the community at large.
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RESTAURANTS

••••••••••••••
Got the late-night munchies? Hankering for some homestyle cooking?
Having a Big Mac fix? Or would you
prefer staying at home and ordering
out?
For a small town, Jacksonville has
a surprising array of eating choices.
From Italy to the Orient to a run for
the border, there's something for every taste.
Check the key to the right for an
explanation of the grading system
used for the grades.
All ratings are from a college
student's perspective.
There's only so much you can do
with that microwave in your room.
So whether you're looking for fast
food or a night on the town, here's a
rundown of your best bets:

Big Daddy's Cafe
FoodA
Cost 'C+
Hip Factor A+
This out-of-the-way joint specializes
in country coo kin' the way your
grandma would do it: lots o' greasy
fun . Lo~ated on Highway 9 in White
Plains, Big Daddy's offers a varied
menu with everything from homemade vegetable soup and chili (complete with a whole pack of saltines on
the side) to burgers, chicken and catfish. For you city-fied folks, there's
even fried cheese. Yum. This is also
the hippest place to eat in the area,
and Big Daddy himself is a fine host
and storyteller. A dining experience.
Take your parents when they visit.
Burger King
Food 'C
CostA
Hip Factor Z,
It's one of Jacksonville's greate~t
mysteries ... why doesn't anyone eat
at Burger King? If you're like me,
BK is the most popular place in your
hometown. A Whopper is still a
Whopper but business isn't exactly
booming. Go figure.

Rocket Drive-In
FoodA
Cost 'C
Hip Factor 'C

~
~

The locals love this place, and though
it takes a while to get your food, it's
worth it. A varied menu featuring the
best barbecue in town. The barbecue
salad is delicious and different. lb

Roma's Pizza and Steak House
Food Z'
Cost 'C
Hip Factor Z,
Not sur~ about this place ... haven't
been there in a while. All I know is: if
you ' re looking for a big pile of delicious lasagna, call Roma's ... they
deliver for dinner. Otherwise, keep
driving. /bJ

An honest look at area eating establishments.
Key
Food - The overall quality of the menu and taste .. . do you get what you pay for?
Cost - Affordability based on a college student's budget.
Hip Factor - Is it cool to be seen there?
b
- accepts checks
♦- accepts credit cards

BY JAMIE COLE

Domino's
FoodA
CostA
Hip Factor 'C
The old reliable. Sometimes it' s fun
to order in, and the service is quick
and friendly . Check out ihose buffalo
wings. Watch for advertised specials,
but the prices are within a student' s
budget anyway. /bJ
Hardee's
Food 'C
Cost 'C
Hip Factor It
The breakfast sandwiches are the attraction here, and it' s the only place
in Jacksonville to get take-out fried
chicken fast. For lunch, the Frisco
burger is fantastic . Mostly older folks
frequent the place, but the drive-thru
on the way to class in the morning
works for me. /bJ

Cecil's Place
Food 'C
CostA+
Huddle House
Hip Factor A
Food 'C
This is a lunchtime hangout for the Cost 'C
older students who know about Hip Factor A
Cecil's great specials. The burgers This is it - heart attack on a plate.
are a delight, and you can take a great . Not the place to go if you' re watching
shake or ice cream cone out with you your weight, but perfect for the ultiafter the meal. lb
mate late-night pi gout. One or two in
the morning finds the club crowd
China Star
pouring in to sober up on coffee and
FoodA
two-egg breakfasts, so that'.s the busiCost 'Cest time. Good for a study break durHip Factor 'C
ing an all-nighter, as well. Best cup of
It's about time Jacksonville got its coffee in town.
ow·n Chinese place, and the food here
is excellent. There's a lunch buffet Jefferson's
with soup and egg rolls for under five FoodA+
bucks, and the dinners are nice but a CostA
little more pricey. Excellent service Hip Factor A+
and one of the friendliest managers in The place to eat in Jacksonville.
town. I highly recommend the Lunch time is crowded with students
General's chicken. 6
♦
·
and Thursday nights (chicken tender

specials) are a blast. Jefferson's runs
daily specials on meals and features
the Around-the-World club, in which
you sample beers from many different countries. A novel idea from the
ultimate sports bar. /bJ ♦

Little Caesar's
Food 'CCostA+
Hip Factor It
Pizza! Pizza! hasn't quite caught on
here yet, but then Little Caesar' s is
new to town. The bucketo' spaghetti
is a little scary, but the pizza is as
good as it is back home, though the
toppings are sparse . Great bread
sticks, though.
Marriott Food· Services
Food 'C
Cost Z,
Hip Factor A
Why the low grade on the cost? Well,
the meal plans are reasonable, but
single meals (six bucks!) are outrageous. The definite plus here is the
unlimited seconds policy. If you're
hungry and are just looking to stuff
yourself, this is the place to go. Also,
there is occasionally some really great
food ... taco night is my favorite. I
know it's the school cafeteria, but
students hang out there at lunch time,
so it' s a good place to socialize. Steak
and shrimp night on Saturdays is a
highlight. /bJ
McDonald's
FoodA
CostA
Hip Factor A
The friendliest service, the same great
food as back home. How can you go
wrong? McDonald's has students in
mind ... and they accept checks! /bJ

NuTimes
Food 'CCostA+
Hip Factor It
A vat of sweet tea, a monster burger
and a large order of fries for $2.49.
'Nuff said. The architecture leaves
something to be desired (drive by and
you'll see what I mean; it's got to be
Jacksonville's strangest building), but
the food is pretty good. Cheap, however is the operative word. Another
plus: three burgers for a buck!
Pizza Hut
FoodA
Cost 'C
Hip Factor A
The lunch buffet is arguably the best
thing to happen to Jacksonville foodwise in years. for just over five bucks,
all the pizza and pasta you can eat and
all the beverage you can drink is
YOURS, YOURS, ALL YOURS!!!
Dinner is a bit more expensive, but
there are occasionally specials. The
stuffed-crust pizza is good, but overhyped. ♦

Sports Nut
FoodA
Coste
Hip Factor A
This sports bar just south of Jacksonville is establishing itself as a staple
in the student community. There is a
full-service bar and real sports barstyle food, like sandwiches served on
their own recipe of bread and freshcut french fries. /bJ ♦
Subway
FoodA+
CostA+
Hip Factor A
Subway has great daily specials and
caters directly to students. They're
open 24 hours a day, in case you want
a steak and cheese at 3 a.m. rbi
Taco Bell
FoodA
CostA+
Hip Factor AExcellent lunch spot due to speedy
service, also it's cheap. The Border
Lights are actually pretty good, but
nothing beats the Mexican Pizza.
Village Inn
FoodACost 'CHip Factor It
A lunch hangout for local business
folks. The country cooking on the
buffet would make even Mom smile.
A nice change-of-pace. /bJ ♦

Fin,e Dining _
Here are somegreatchoicesforwhere to take that special
date in -the Calhoun Colinty area:
• Diamond Dave's Cal~: Located on the square in Jacksonville, specializing ih lfoli<:m dishes ond desserts. A
master chef, Dove 1s'·c\.lliriory'creotlons ate.sure 10 please.
Average menu pr1cerot;dinner is _a rot,nd $10. Great lunch
specials. ♦

• The Victoria: Qui
Borfof fine di9ing;
varied rr\enuandp f
Q1,.11ntard Ayen

'sive~so take yourcredif card.

cqn't b~ .beqt. Feofores o,
of a ..smoll inn located on
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1955 South felham Road
Jacksonville, Alabama 36265
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"NOT WEARING A
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YOU COULD LEARN ALOT FROM ADUMMY.
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BEN HOWELL, Owner

·

it's against the law. So if
you don't want a ticket, buckle up.
Or, you could become broke
in more ways than one.
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Karin Cosper, Owner
Phillip Roberson
Terri Crenshaw
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8035 Hwy. 204 • Jacksonville, AL ~ - - ~

ASK ABOUT OUR LIMITED WARRANTY
1

Do You Like To...
Meet new people, laugh, camp, have deep conversations,
get away for the weekend, help others? Are you looking
for an open minded Christian Community?

f
1

(

Try The Wesley Foundation II ISO! ~
1

!

Each week: Programs! Bible Study! Worship! Service Opportunities!
Fun and Fellowship! Come by Wesley at 510 Pelham Road, N.
or call 435-2208. Some housing available.

~

We welcome people of diverse backgrounds, denominations, and perspectives.
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Com.e JOID
. . us.'

Sponsored by the United Methodist Church.
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BY BENJAMIN CUNNINGHAM
The baby girl in the
picture began life just
like anyone else. Her
family describes her as
"normal." Her mother
says, "Weneverthought
of her as being different."
Heather Whitestone
has been described in many different ways by many people over
the past year, but "normal" is far
from how most people would
speak of her.
"The purest, most innocent individual you will ever meet."
"The world judges America by
her."
"She's phenomenal. She is a
living platform."
The one description that turned
out to be the most popular, however, was "Our Miss America."
Even before she was crowned,
that saying seemed to be hovering
on the lips of almost everyone on
campus during the week of the
pageant.

The anticipation was
tangible.
In nearly every donn
room and across town
televisions were tuned
in nightly to see Heather
take the swimsuit competition, her awesome
dance performance during the talent competition, and of
course, the final night.
As the time for the crowning
approached, it seemed as if the
world simply stopped and turned
its attention towards Atlantic City.
Finally, it was just Heather and
Miss Virginia, her final competitor.
When Regis Philbin announced
that Heather had been chosen as
Miss America 1995, the campus
changed almost immediately.
Within just a few days the campus was blanketed with banners,
signs and posters congratulating
Heather and praising her accomplishments and virtues.
Before long there were even

Heather Whitestone T-shirts and major in and what they wanted to
collectibles.
do.
Local and state media soon vis"When I got to Heather, she
ited JSU to get an idea of the. said she wanted to become Miss
reaction to Heather's win. What America."
they encountered was a campus
Heather's mother, Daphne Gray,
full of students,
had little doubt
faculty and staff,
Heather would
all fervently
reach that goal.
proud of Our
"When
Miss America.
Heather was
Before long,
fouror five and
people everyPrincess Di was
where
were
getting marcheering this
ried, she fell in
young woman
love. All she
from a small colwanted to talk
lege in a small
about was Printown in semi-rucess Di. I
ral Alabama.
should have
They lauded
known
she
Daphne Gray
the incredible
would be going
Heather's mother
persistence that
after a crown
had helped her
someday!" she
learn to speak in
says.
spite of the 95%
Gray, a
hearing loss she developed in in- schoolteacher, has appeared along
fancy. It was that same determi- with Heather on national televination, they said, that led to her sion several times. She says
incredible dancing talent, and al- Heather's childhood and adoleslowed her to realize her dream: cence was spent, for the most
becoming Miss America.
part, in public schools.
One of Heather's teachers in
Heather graduated from Berry
the Disabled Student Services High School before coming to
program at JSU said she had JSU.
known all along that Heather
"We decided to send Heather to
would win the title.
JSU because of the excellent sup"I have known Heather would port services for the deaf," Gray
be Miss America since I first met says.
her in 1991 ," Janet White told
Heather recognizes DSS as beThe Chanticleer that September. ing a big draw for JSU as well. "I
"The first day of class we went came to Jacksonville State Uniaround the table and all the stu- versity because of Disabled Students stated what they wanted to dent Services," she says. They

"I should have
known she
would be going
after a crown
someday!"

Is it afternoon: Heatheratapress conference during
her first visit to JSU as Miss America. It's not hard to

Jason Harris

Proud mother: Heather's !'!om, Daphne Gray, at home with the family.

. ., AptAcr • II

imagine a little jetlagforour harried hero; after all, Miss
America travels more than 20,000 miles a month.

provided all the help I needed."
Heather uses a sign language
interpreter provided by DSS in
her classes, since lip-reading and
note-taking don't mix.
While many applaud Heather
for the conviction ittook to achieve
her goals, Heather herselfis quick
to credit who she feels is responsible for her success.
"All the claps, the applause, the
standing ovations," she told a
crowd of well-wishers on a return
visit to JSU a month after winning
the crown, "are not for me but for
... the Lord." Heather has said that
all the determination through
which she achieved so much is a
result of her faith .
It has been more than half a year
since Heather journeyed to Atlantic City to claim her title, and in
September she will pass it on to
another aspiring young lady.
One might expect that a year of
being a celebrity and achieving
her life's dream might have convinced Heather to change her di-

rection in life, but after all the
cheers and the fame, Miss
America seems content to simply
come home.
"I'm ready to go back," Heather
told reporters on another visit to .
JSU this April.
On that visit, Heather and a corporate sponsor of the Miss
America program presented the
University with a $25,000 check
to establish a scholarship here.
University President Harold
McGee showed the school's appreciation by announcingthatJSU
would match the $25,000, and
name the scholarship in Heather's
honor.
The presentation served as a
demonstration of Heather's continuing ties to JSU.
She expressed her desire to return to her social life at JSU, but
said she wouldn't be able to do so
until the Spring 1996 semester.
Contributing writers: Jamie
Cole, Mark Harrison, Emily Wester.

ALCOHOL
................

It may just be a wild, fun
night with friends ... but
it could end up costing
you more than you ever
wanted to pay. What
happens when you're
caught drinking and
driving? A JSU student
gives an insider's account of the aftermath of
a DUI offense.
BY ROBERT RAY
It is very early in the morning, 3 a.m.
to be exact. There is a certain chill in the
air. A chill brought on not only by the
weather, but also the thoughts and
feelings that you are experiencing at the
moment. It's hard to accept what is
happening to you.
The red and blue lights bounce rhythmically off of the surrounding buildings.
Passers-by are rubbernecking as they
look on, thankful that they are not in
your shoes.
The men standing over you ask
questions, which you are slow in answering. Most of your thoughts are
cluttered by the alcohol. You, my friend,
have just niade a big mistake. It's easy
for the officers to point this out to you.
After all, it's their job.
"Will you be so kind as to perform
some tests for us?" the policeman asks.
Your motor skills are shot, but you
might as well comply with the man;
there's no sense in digging the grave any

v

deeper. You find it hard to keep your
balance as you attempt to stand on one
foot and touch your nose at the same
time. Even counting from one to ten is
beyond your capabilities. The tests are
capped off with a breath reading. It
comes out .159. You must be over .10 to
be considered officially under the
influence in Alabama. You now hear the
three words you were not expecting to be
told after a night on the town: "You're
under arrest."
The payment for DUI comes quickly,
as you find yourself behind bars. The
time to sober up is based on the breath
alcohol level. For most, it is eight hours,
spent in the drunk tank of the local jail.
"Bail is set at anywhere from $1,000 to
$1,100. This is not including additional
charges you could receive, such as a
resistance of arrest or speeding, which
could hike the bill even further," says
Greg Ray, an employee of Acme Bonding Company Inc. "To get a bondsman to
bail you out will cost 10 percent of the
bail plus an additional $30 to $40 for

someone to come down and sign for
you."
The booking process is completed with
fingerprints and a "photo opportunity"
you wish you could avoid. After being
released, you are allowed to drive until a
court appearance which will decide your
fate.
Court day has you downtown with a
room full of other violators. Court cost is
set at $45.
If you are convicted of a DUI, you will
owe the state $400, according to the
felony fee chart located in the court
office.
Next stop is a visit to the CalhounCleburne Mental Health Facility as part
of your court referral program.
"Here you are evaluated for your state
of chemical dependency," says an
employee of the center. There are three
different classes in which placement is
dependent upon the severity of your
habit or whether or not you are a repeat
offender. Evaluation will cost you $50.
Classes meet once a week for a month -

and come with an additional fee of $60.
"It's really hard to teach and make a
true impact with the students, given the
limited time we have," s~ys one of the
program's instructors. "What we try to
do is have all the members [who remain
anonymous outside the classroom] share
their experiences and take time to reflect
upon what it is that has brought them
here."
This brings up the next penalty you
must pay.
According to the Alabama law, you
must turn your license over to the state
for a total of 90 days. If caught driving
within this period, you c0uld lose your
right to drive for a year.
After completing DUI cla_sses, you
receive a certificate that proves you
served your time. 'Tm putting mine on
my wall to remind me of what I had to
go through," says one student. Another
dismisses the piece of paper and wishes
she could forget the whole experience.
Five years will be the wait for the
driving record to be cleared of the DUI,

according to the city court. This raises
yet another problem you are bound to
face soon. The insurance rate for your
car will change once the agent discovers
the infraction on your records.
According to Allstate representative
Gay Blackwell, most insurance agencies
check driving records annually. She says
if your records show evidence of DUI,
rates will double.
Also, if you are caught a second time,
coverage will be dropped immediately.
You can get your license back after the
90 days have expired, but this will cost
$25, and you will have to wait another
IO to 20 days.
The rough payment for being charged
with driving under the influence: $700,
plus double your car insurance, along
with 90 days with no driver's license.
An older class member from the
Mental Health Center says, "Back in my
younger days, the only penalty for DUI
was a simple slap on the wrist, and you
were asked to go home. Nowadays, it's
just not worth it."

An ambulance rushes to an
alcohol-related accident

MUSIC
................
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The essential CD collection for college students.
BY KEITH TASKER

So, you made it out of high school, and now you think your ready for
the big leagues. You have all your new clothes and every thing else you
got for graduation, including money. But what are you going to do with
that money? Use it to buy books? Nope, that's whatMaan_d Pa are for.
For food? Wrong again, Ma and Pa are for that-one too .
Then what do you spend it on? Music. After all, music is what brings
u·s together, and college music is a whole lot different than the stuff you
listened to in high school, or at least some of it is .
So here is a list to get you started, and after you get all of these, you
can listen to your college radio station to figure out what to get next.

1. The Clash-"London Calling": Punk is huge now, but it all
started over a decade ago right here. If you what to know where Green
Day came from and who they ripped of, then here you go. The Clash
was the beginning of punk, and to some also the ending.

8. Pixies-"Doolittle": Before The Breeders and Frank Black, there
were the Pixies. The Pixies are college music favorites with hits like
"Monkey Gone To Heaven" and "Wave Of Mutilation." So sell your
Breeders and get the stuff Kim Deal did before she lost all her talent.
You won ' t regret it.
9. Nine Inch Nails-"Pretty Hate Machine": This is it! Before all
the experimentation and stage theatrics: NIN at its best. Songs about
loneliness and desolation. Plus the girls just love that Trent Reznor.
10. Sonic Youth-"Daydream Nation": They ' reoneofthefounding fathers of grunge and the entire reason Nirvana got a record deal.
They are headlining 'Palooza this year and we can only hope they do
songs from this album. It one of the best albums of all time. So sell the
Candlebox and get the real stuff.

2. Violent Femmes-"Violent Femmes": This is the album every
kid bought the day they turned 13. So if you don't have it, consider it
a miracle you got out of high school. Any party you go to, you have to
know the words to "Blister In The Sun" and "Add It Up," so drop
everything and get learning.
3. The Cure-"Disintegration": It's really hard to pick the best Cure
album and this may not be it. However, it is a good starting point to the
Cure library and everybody in college has at least one Cure record, so
it might as well be this one.
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4. The Replacements-"Pleased To Meet Me": Before Seattle
there was Minneapolis. Before Nirvana there were the Replacements.
The "Mats" have a huge library, but "Pleased To Meet Me" is by far
their best. And, songs like "Alex Chilton" are still college radio
mainstays.
S. R.E.M.-"Document": R.E.M. is huge now, but there was a time
that they weren't. In that time they recorded "Document," and it is still
the best thing they have ever done. Songs like "It's The End Of The
World As We Know It" and "The One I Love" are still hits and
an~body that doesn't have this will have trouble making friends.
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6. The Church-"Starfish": The Church are still one of the worlds
greatest bands and "Starlish" is their greatest album. "Under The
Milky Way" was a college radio hit. And that is probably one of the
. worst songs on the album (even though it is a great song). "Starlish"
is a must- have. Wonderful lyrics and masterful guitar work will make
this an album you will keep forever. So what are you waiting for?
7. Tori Amos-"Little Earthquakes": A piano master and a angelic
voice make Tori a goddess. This is her finest piece of work and some
~ongs may bring a tear to your eye but hey, music is about emotion.
Plus, you can take this one home to Ma.
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TAKE THE KEYS.
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CALL A CAB.

TAKE ASTANO.

BACKPACKS

MERRELL
SPORT SANDALS

takes you where you want to go

SC

Clean, Friendly Service
4 MILES FROM JSU CAMPUS
ACROSS FROM OLD CEDAR SPRINGS SCHOOL

HOURS:
MON. - FRI.
10 - 6
SATURDAY

435-909
109 LADIGA STREET, SE
ON THE SQUARE
JACKSONVILLE

David's

9-5

435-BIKE

Wrecker -S ervice
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DAVID
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Yo~r Complete Jewelry Store

1116 Alexandria Road, SW • Jacksonville, AL
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HAMMETT
SERVICE CENTER
The Hammett name has been synonymous with
car care in Jacksonville for one-half century.

• Greek Jewelry • JSU Jewelry • JSU Class Rings
•10 & 14 Kt. Gold Chains & Bracelets
• In Store Repairs
•Complete Bridal Registry
\ •Complete Line of Diamond & Gold Jewelry
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Member National Bridal Service
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435-4076
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ACKSONVILLE
NUMERICAL LISTING
Penn House Apartments
Irtramural Field
Pete Mathews Coliseum
FomeyHall
Campus Inn Apartments
Salls Hall
7. Duncan Maintenance Shop
8. CarWash
9. SelfHall
10. Building Services
11. Storage
12. Storage
13. Storage
14. Dillon Field
15. Athletic Field House
- University Pohce
16. CumssHall
17. Weatherly Hall
18. Ra.Yan Hall
19. Heating Plant
20. Dl)(on Hall
21. Information Center
22. Paul Sna.v Stadium
23. Daugette Hall
24. Fitzpatrick Hall
25. Jack Hopper Dining Hall
- Leone Cole Auditorium
- M<.{]uer Chapel
71,. Pannell Hall
27. Abercrombie Hall
1.
l
3.
4.
5.
6.

This

28. Mason Hall
29. Williams Infirmary
30. Sparkman Hall
31. Luttrell Hall
32. Cra.v Hall
33. Patterson Hall
34. Stephenson Hall
-Gamecock Center
35. Theron Montgomery Student
Commons Building
- Bookstore
36. Hammond Hall
37. Anders Hall
38. Bibb Graves Hall
39. Ramona Wood Hall
40. Ayers Hall
41 . Glazner Hall
42. Logan Hall
43. Pres1den'ts House
44. lnternalional House
45. Alumni House
46. College Apartments
47. Houston Cole Library
48. Martin Hall
49. Brewer Hall
50. University r1eld
51. Memll Hall
52. Amphitheater
53. Wallace Hall
54. Stone Center
55. ~eHall

Map
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is brought to you by the Student Government Association

"Speaking With One Clear Voice"
Located 4th Floor Theron Montgomery Building

782-S490
•
•
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ALPHABETICAL LISTING
27. Abercrombie Hall
Alumni House
Amphitheater
Anders Hall
Athletic Field House
• University Police
40. Ayers Hall
38. Bibb Graves Hall
49. Brewer Hall
10. Building Services
5. Campus Inn Apartments
8. CarWash
46. College Apartments
32. Cr<JN Hall
16. Curtiss Hall
23. Daugette Hall
14. Dillon Field
20. Dixon Hall
7. Duncan Maintenance Shop
24. Fitzpatrick Hall
4. FomeyHall
41. Glazner Hall
36. Hammond Hall
19. Heating Plant
47. Houston Cole Library
21. Information Center
44. International House
2. lntrar.iural Field
25. )ad Hopper Dining Hall
• Leone Cole Auditorium
• McCluer Chapel
45.
53.
37.
15.
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42. Logan Hall
31. Luttrell 1-jall

Martin Hall
Mason Hall
MerrillHall
Pannell Hall
33. Patterson Hall
22. Paul Snow Stadium
1. Penn House Apartments
3. Pete Mathews Coliseum
43. President's House
39. Ramona Wood Hall
18. Rovan Hall
55. Rowe Hall
6 SallsHall
9. SelfHall
30. Sparkman Hall
34. Stephenson Hall
• Gamecock Center
54. Stone Center
11. Storage
12. Storage
13. Storage
35. Theron Montgomery Student
Commons Building
• Bookstore
50. University Field
53. Walace Hall
17. Weatherly Hall
29. Williams lnfirmary
48.
28.
51.
26.

NEW STADIUM
................

Moving up in divisions means improving facilities,
and JSU is starting with a new baseball complex.
BY BENJAMIN CUNNINGHAM

Moving up: The new baseball stadium.

Seven trips to the NCAA Division II
thought for some reason that ... gave us
World Series, two NCAA National
ari advantage." Cole says he's not sure
Championships, 5 Gulf South Conferthat having a short field gave the Gameence championships, and the most
cocks a substantial edge over opponents,
successful coach in Alabama collegiate
but apparently he doesn't mind having a
sports history. That's JSU baseball's
brand new field for the baseball team to
legacy of excellence.
play on.
Now, as Jacksonville State leaves
And what a field it will be. The
behind its glory days in Division II to
University is pumping just under
seek out new successes, it will also be
$700,000 into the construction of the
leaving behind University Field, the
field itself, which should be completed
home site for all its 47 years of greatness. · some time this summer. The new field
As it turns out, the field just isn't up to
will have an extensive drainage system,
NCAA standards, according to Jerry
according to Cole, to allow for a dry
Cole, JSU's director of athletics. "We
playing surface even after foul weather.
don't have nearly enough room up there
The construction of the field is only the
for an NCAA sanctioned event, like if
first phase in the building of the new
we were in the playoffs." The problem
facility. After lighting is added, temporary dugouts, bleachers, restrooms, and
lies in the distance to the fences in the
outfield.
concession stands will be put in. When
"It got to ·a point where the committee
more permanent accommodations will be
that detennines the size was aware of the · built depends on when the money can be
shortness of our left field and particularly found for each additional phase of
in our right field," says Cole. "They
construction, Cole says.

As to where this money will be found,
Cole says, "We don't have a clue.
Money is getting especially tight. It will
just be a matter for our trustees to find a
source of income." In the meantime, he
says, "We will do what we can with
what we have."
When the makeshift days are over,
however, Cole says he'd like to see a
top-notch stadium. "It may take several
years to get the stadium the way we want
it, but we'd like to seat ... twelve to
fifteen hundred, we'd like to have some
of that as covered bleachers, we would
want it ... really first-class. We'd like to
have a clubhouse, a place for the officials to dress, a ticketing system," Cole
says.
All of these features will probably be
added in piecemeal fashion, according to
Cole, who adds that the stadium may not
be totally completed until three to five
years from now.
Another stadium feature that has yet to

be planned is the name of the new field.
Cole says that deciding on a name for the
facility is up to the University's board of
trustees. He does, however, have at least
one suggestion. "Personally, I think
we'd be hard pressed to name it, other
than after our present coach."
Rudy Abbott, Gamecock baseball's
coach for the past 25 years has amassed
well over 800 wins, more than any other
coach in any sport in Alabama history.
"He's had such a tremendous career that
he would be an excellent candidate for a
field name," says Cole.
And what will become of University
Field? The home of Gamecock baseball
for so many years will now house JSU' s
women's softball program, and Cole
adds that he is "99 percent sure" it will
be the home of the new women's soccer
team as well, offering a kind of rebirth
for the field as JSU gets a new life
competing as a Division I school.
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THE CROSSROADS ............. ~ ...........10:00 am --12:00 pm
92-J ROCKS .........................2:00 pm - 4:00 pm
BLTERDRTIVE fflUSIC ............... 5:3 □ pm ~- 2: □□ am
· 1-10ST1LE ROCK ........MONDAY NIGi-iTS

TOP TEN ALTERNATIVE COUNTDOWN ........... WEDNESDAY NIGHTS
ALL REQUEST SHOW ................THURSDAY NIGHTS
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MACARONIAUFROMAGE
(EAT WITH GUSTO FOR ABOUT SI¢ PER SERVING.)
1
3
1
1

2 cups macaroni (pinwheels are fun)
1 cup sharp c h eddar (grated)
1 / 2 stick butter
1 tsp Worcestershire (if you like)

cup
tbs
tsp
tsp

milk
flour
pepper
salt

,

Co.ok macaroni in 5 cups salted, boiling water for 15
minutes or until al dente. Drain . In a sepa rate pot, melt
butter and mix in flour over low heat . Then, stir in mi l k
until smooth. Add cheese, salt, pepper and Worcestershire.
Stir well . Smother macaroni. Serves 4 .

~

Note : For your nutr i tional conveni ence , Citibank
Cl a ssic cards a re accepted at over 12 million
locations, including grocery store s.

WHAT TO DO
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Jacksonville isn 't your average small Alabama town
... and , it's locate
two of the South 's
largest cities. T
see and·do in the
area ... and a r
a or Birmingham
won 't t
r money.

It's not too difficult to get the feeling
you're smack in t_he middle of nowhere .. .
a drive across state highway 204 shows
you nothing but ten miles of rural
Alabama. As a matter of fact, there's not
much to look at until you arrive in
Jacksonville itself, where you are greeted
by a couple of tall buildings set against a
foothills backdrop.
Okay, so it's not the most happening
place in the world. If you can't sit still or
be content to rent a movie and eat fast
food for an evening of entertainment,
never fear! There's a plethora of activities waiting for you here and abroad in
the area!
If you like the club scene, Jacksonville
has some excellent hangouts. For the
under-21 crowd, there is only one real
option - Brother's Bar, just off the
square. As long as you're 18, you can
visit this Jacksonville legend (but the
cover charge is higher if you're under
21) and hear all types of new bands.
Most are local, some are from out of
town, and almost all are good (at least
aftera,few beers). Brother's does not
serve liquor.
Gaterz is almost on the square and
features a full-service bar and some great
acts, as well. If your thirst is up to it,
Gaterz biggest claim to fame is the
fislll,owl .. . literally; a fish bowl full of
liquor mixed with some sort of fruity

beverage. This is dangerous, but a lot of
fun ... and, it comes complete with your
own plastic toy alligator to take home.
After you finish your fishbowl, this toy
alligator may even become your favorite
toy (it certainly seems to be a status
symbol ... "I have three alligators and
you only have one. Ha ha ha ... " clunk!
Gaterz also features special nights, like
Ladies' Night and JSU Night (loud dance
music). There are lots of nutty contests
(Best Buns, Bikini, Best Body, etc.) and
drink specials.
Jefferson's is primarily a restaraunt,
but they do sell drinks. You can also get .
caught up in the dart games there and
end up sporting an original t-shirt. One
interesting aspect: the Around the World
Club, in which you try beers from
several different countries.
Sport's Nut is another restaraunt and
full-service bar,- and it has a focus on
atmosphere. The floor is painted like a
football field and it is the only place in
town where you can sit under a stuffed
buffalo head (no kidding). The Sports
Nut is the perfect place for the pool
enthusiast, and the sports-bar food is
excellent. The under-21 crowd is allowed
in on some nights.
In Anniston, you can visit the Peerless
Saloon. This former saloon and bordello
is something like Gaterz with a touch of
class and history. If you like to do more

Laid back: A

jsu student at Jefferson's.

than listen to the music, City Limits
features an actual dance floor. And for
the country crew, try the Show Palace,
with a huge dance floor for that should
appease your achy break:y heart.
Have no fear drama buffs. The JSU
drama department turns out six productions a year featuring the most talented
students. They have at least one musical,
but buy your tickets early; most shows
are sold out by opening night.
If you prefer the screen to the stage,
Anniston and Gadsden have two multiplexes each, and Carmike cinemas in
Anniston shows unadvertised limitedrelease films at times, just ask at the
window if you're interested. For those of
you on a budget, try the Piedmont drivein for $5 a car for a true local-culture
experience. Also, there i_s a dollar theater
in Gadsden, but on weekends it's a
$1.50.
The area has something to offer for
museum lovers too. Anniston's Museum
of Natural history features exhibits of
animals from across the world, some of
which are still alive. Glass-enclosed
beehives and ant hills provide a view of
nature in action. The skunk exhibit has a
unique scratch-and-sniff-type experience,
and you can compare your reflexes to
those of a bird. And of course, no
museum would be complete without a
mummy. Keep it in mind for a rainy day.
The Gadsden Cultural Arts Center
provides a temporary home for many
travelling art shows, from neon
sculpltures and Native American art to
tire tracks of the stars.
When you have a few spare minutes
and just have to see the sun, visit

Germania Springs park off of Highway
21. There's no panoramic view, but there
is a nifty playground and you can try to
cross the creek.
A spare afternoon is required to visit
Noccalula Falls in Gadsden for a day of
nature's majesty and history. Local lore
says an Indian princess plunged to her
death from the 90-foot waterfall rather
than marry the man her father had
chosen. If the water isn't too high, you
can go hiking beneath the falls after

Drama Department: JSU's Stone Center
features a series of plays yearly performed by
students.

visiting the beautiful botanical gardens.
The area also has plenty to offer for the
more adventuresome spirit. Cheaha State
Park, DeSoto Caverns and Little River
Canyon are all nearby and yours to
explore.
Noccalula Falls isn't the area's only
historical spot. Many battles were fought

Rain~ day fun: The Anniston Museum of Natural History.
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in Jacksonville and the surruonding
cities, not only during the Civil War, but·
also the Creek Indian Wars.
Jacksonville Cemetary is the finai
resting place of many Civil War soldiers,
including the Gallant Jolhn Pelham. In
Gadsden you can visit the statue honoring Emma Sansom, the young woman
who led Confederate General Nathan
Bedford Forrest across Black Creek to
attack General George Sherman ..
You can find many places in the area to
search for Indian artifacts, and if you
!have a taste for morbid history, you can
drive by Tallassahatchee Farm off of
Highway 431 between Gadsden and
Anniston. Andrew Jacskon and Davy
Crockett were among the starving
Tennessee Volunteers who battled the
Creeks in the bloody skirmish at the local
farm.
If you've had it up to your neck with
local color, remember Atlanta and
Birmingham are only short drives away.
Atlanta is only a two-hour drive, and
features untold wellsprings o' fun and
excitement. For a shortcut to the interstate, head out White's Gap Road, take a
left at the first four-way stop, tum right
on state highway 9, another right once
you get to Heflin, and follow the signs to
1-20. This should knock at least twenty
minutes- off your trip.
Birmingham is even closer, and the
much-lauded Galleria mall is only an
hour and 15 minutes away if you take the
1-459 cutoff from 1-20. Don't take the
Heflin shortcut when going to Birmingham.
Don't let appearances fool you. There's
a wealth of things to do here, so don't
pack that suitcase for the weekend yet.
Contributing writer: Melanie Jones

PEER COUNSELORS
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BY LESLEY GRAY

Keith Tasker

JSU is fun : Peer counselors in the student development office. Counselors get together months
before orientation to prepare the program.

You're in a place you've never been before. You're
surrounded by people you've never met. You don't
know where you're supposed to be, and even if you
did, you wouldn't know how to get there.
Then you see a ray of light. A bright red shirt with a
gold name tag and smiling face looking right at you.
Thank goodness - it's a peer counselor. You know
everything is going to be all right.
This is very often the scenario at Orientation at JSU.
First-time students usually don't know where things
are located or what their next step is supposed to be,
but that's why peer counselors are there.
At every orientation session, there are over 20 peer
counselors and two peer coordinators, both of whom
are veteran peer counselors. Orientation is put together by the Office of Student Development and by
the peer counselors.
"A peer counselor is someone who is very devoted,
has leadership abilities and school spirit, has knowledge of the.University, is genuine and works hard,"
says peer coordinator Brandie Julian. "What sets one
peer counselor apart from another is their individualism. The group is very culturally diverse, but we
come together to form a cohesive workin_g team."
In order to be a peer counselor, students must meet
certain criteria. "There is a minimum GPA required

tackling an issue that has never been tackled before.
(2.25), we want them to have been on campus for at
We're going to have a peer counselor portray a person
least a year, we want them to have some level of
with AIDS." Most students don't consider AIDS a
involvement on campus," says Dr. Alice Cusimano,
threat to them, which is why the peer counselors have
Director of Student Development. "They need to have
taken it upon themselves to educate incoming freshmen
a desire to reach out to others and share the positive
about the virus and how to avoid it.
aspects of JSU with freshmen."
After the opening session and skits, the freshmen are
After the peer counselors are selected, they begin their
divided into small groups that spend the rest of the day
training. This includes a two credit-hour class taken in
with their peer counselor. The groups have a time to
the spring semester that meets one night a week. "We
get to know each other, a tour of the campus and
work on communication skills, leadership skills,
· meetings with people in their major.
energizers and icebreakers," says Cusimano.
There is also a celebration that night. It is another
The peer counselors also attend a retreat as part of
opportunity for students to get to know one another,
their training. "It's a time when all barriers are brogives them the chance to watch the peer counselors
ken," says Julian. "We work on team building skills.
dance and have a good time, and see that college isn't
believe that building ourselves as a team is the most
always just books and classes.
important part of our training."
This year's Orientation theme is "Jacksonville State
Also at the retreat, the peer counselors work on the
University: A Tradition of Excellence, A Legacy of
opening session and skit presentation for Orientation.
The opening session introduces freshmen to the Univer- Success, One Student at a Time." "It's saying that
thousands of successful people in the nation are JSU
sity and informs them about some of its services. The
skits have peer counselors acting out common scenarios graduates, and this legacy can be passed on to you
seen on college campuses. They often deal with money (freshmen)," says McCulley. "It's saying, 'here's your
chance, don't blow it. You ' ve made the right choice by
management, time management, drinking, and other
coming to JSU.' We want freshmen to leave the two
concerns of the average college student. "In the skits
we are very open and very honest about university life," day Orientation thinking, 'I made the right choice."'
says peer coordinator Eric McCulley. "This year we're

1995 Orientation Team
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FOR PARENTS
................
/

nest

It can get lonely around the house with the kids
gone ... but JSU 's experts, and parents that have
been through it before, can help you cope.
BY LESLEY GRAY
Remember the first time your parents dropped you off for daycare? You probably felt
alone. You may have felt that they were never going to come back, or that you'd never
see them again. Now you're almost an adult, and you're going to college. Imagine how
your parents feel.
Losing a c::hiid to college is one of the most emotional times a parent can go through.
They are filled with anxiety. Parents ask themselves, "Win my child be safe? Will he
make good grades? Will he fit in? Will he ever come home?"
·Parents often start preparing for their children to leave months, even years, ahead of
time. They buy furniture, dishes and new clothes. They help look for an apartment or tune
up the car several times so it won ' t "leave you stranded on the side of the road." But just
because parents have tried to prepare themselves for their child's departure does not
make that day any easier for them.
Students often dream about moving away to college. They think everything will be
perfect. Some of them might they believe are they will be able to make good grades with
minimal studying, they will be able to stay out as late-as they want and be able to get up
in the morning, and that when they are failing a class, their professor will "understand"
and give them a passing grade anyway.
While a student has to adjust to being in new surroundings and new faces, a parent has
to adjust to heing in the same surroundings that are now missing an old face - a face they
love and worry about.
"The first year she was in school, I can remember shedding tears when she pulled out
of the driveway," said Mary Cheatwood, a secretary in the Office of Student Development whose daughter is a senior at Auburn University. "It was an emotional time."
Part of the reason parents tend to take their child's leaving for college so hard is that
they realize their child is leaving forever. Even when they come home to visit, it will
never be the same again.
"It's not forever," said Michael Crowe of the Psychology department. "They are going
to come back, but they're going to come back different people."
"There's a big change," said Cheatwood of her daughter. "I think she's matured and
been exposed toa lot more than she would have been if she had been at home. She's more
open-minded."
Not only is a child's leaving for college hard on parents, but it can also be difficult for Emotion: A child leaving home can be a traumatic experience.
younger siblings. They may miss their older brother or sister- the advice they could not
get from their parents, the insight they got from an older student's perspective, and the
companionship siblings offer.
out of a rut.
Parents may also feel that since one child has left, they have to shelter the young ones
"I always try to have a positive attitude when she calls, even when she's down," said
more. Perhaps they feel that by keeping the younger children close to them, maybe the Cheatwood. "When she is down or has a big test, I' II send her balloons or a gift basket."
younger ones won't leave as the older ones did, or at least not as soon.
Most people think making good grades is the reason people go to college. "As far as
Losing the second or third child may be easier for a parent, because after all, they've getting good grades, that's definitely a main purpose of college, but then socialization is
been through it before. But losing a child is always a tough thing for a parent to go another major purpose of college," said Crowe. "You can get both things at the same
through.
time."
Despite the difficulty parents face when their child leaves for college, it's important to
Even though their children are learning independence, parents still have many worries.
let the new college students experience their new-found independence.
They worry about grades, alcohol, drugs, campus safety and peer pressure, among other
"We want to encourage him to make decisions for himself," said Crowe, whose son is things.
a freshman at the University of Illinois. "It's important for him to establish his own
"I worry about her traveling back and forth," said Cheatwood. "Students don't always
identity. That's extremely important to us."
live close to their homes, and parents worry about accidents and illnesses."
Many students tend to get depressed their first semester of college. They realize that
Some worries are not as major as others. "I worried that it would be too cold," said
getting the grade isn't as easy as they thought it would be. They may also have problems You land Suarez-Crowe, who bought her son three coats before sending him off to college
. making as many friends as they thought they would. It's these times that students will
continued on page 29
again tum to their parents. Parents are sometimes the only ones who can get their children
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Professors want good relationships with
their students ... more than just brownnosing and getting an apple on their
desks every day.
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BY LESLEY GRAY

As a college student, you are surrounded by a variety of people every day. Among the major
decisions you must make is which of those people to associate with, and possibly befriend.
Most students automatically think that their pool of potential friends is limited to other students
with backgrounds and interests similar to their own. Not so.
When making friends, you shouldn't rule out one of the largest and most influential groups on
campus: the teachers.
Professors teach, inform and persuade their students during their time in college. The good ones
can even make it fun. But some students have learned to go beyond the classroom with professors.
Many students go to their professors for academic advisement, personal advice, or occasionally just to

Outside the cla ssroom: Communication professor and club adviser
Robyn Eoff washes a car at a Society of Professional Journalists car wash.

Kay Gray, of the Computer Science/Information Systems Department, says she believes professorstudent relationships are definitely a positive experience for both parties.
"The better you know your students and the more interest you show in them, that seems to make
them more willing to work in class," says Gray. "Ifthey'know you're interested in them, then that
helps the classroom relationship. If a student won't talk to their professors then they (the professors)
don ' t know what they ' re doing right and what they're doing wrong in the classroom."
Students and teachers can learn a lot from each other. The student learns from a professor's experience in his or her field, and a professor can learn from a student's youth and perspective.
Not only can a professor counsel you on class work or other aspects of academics, they can often
suggest a club or organization that may be perfect for you.
Robyn Eoff, a professor in the Communication Department, says students can get to know their
professors by joining these groups. Eoff, who is the advisor for the Society of Professional Journalists
chapter on campus, works outside of the classroom with the chapter on fundraisers and special ·
meetings.
"It gives students a chance to see their professors outside of the classroom, and you can get closer to
them when you're not behind a podium," Eoff says of joining clubs and organizations. "Students need
someone other then their peers to look up to outside of class, and by participating with students,.
professors can give them guidance in the field they've chosen."
When graduation time finally rolls around, you may learn to appreciate your professors even more
than before. Professors often have the kind of connections a recent college graduate can find very
handy. A good reference from professor is a valuable asset when looking for a job or applying to a
graduate school.
"When it's time to graduate and get jobs, we always help anybody we can," says Gray. "But if we
know that there is an outstanding student and we know them well and know more about them, I think
they get more help in getting jobs. We know them better, we know their abilities, know what they
want and where they're willing to go."
Despite all of the positive reasons students may have for getting to know a professor, and letting
that professor get to know them, many still hesitate to form relationships with their teachers. Gray
believes this hesitation may arise from fear.
"Some of them are afraid to (approach a professor), they may be afraid of being rebuked. They may
be afraid of what their peers may think," she says.
Steven Whitton, a professor in the English department, says maybe "friends" isn't the right word. "A
lot of times that can lead to trouble we're not able to deal with," he says. "But they can develop
respect for each other."
Whitton says most students want someone to look up to. "[They] don't want a buddy. The want
someone they can tum to for advice."
Gray says there is a line, though, that can't be crossed. "An instructor has to be careful to avoid
favoritism," says Gray. "You might like one student better than another, but it should never show in
the classroom and it should not show in the way you grade them."
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Contributing writer: Jamie Cole
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GREEK LIFE
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Forget the animal house image ... Yeah , you can
party with your brothers and sisters, but Greek
organizations are also a viable service to the
community.
BY SHALA SPRUELL
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It's time for you to start school, which usually means leaving home for the first time. The
first.year away from home can be very lonely, but JSU's Greek organizations offer you a
chance to make some friendships that can last a lifetime.
For the girls, there are sororities. These are groups of girls who once felt as lonely as you
do, and who understand exactly what you are going through . They not only become your
friends; they also become your support group.
"(Being in a sorority) has given me the confidence to get involved in other things on
campus," said Panhellenic president and AOPi member Alexia Daniels. "It' s also given me
the support to stay in college. It's your family away from home."
The sororities get involved in many aspects of campus life, from social functions to grades
to community service. Each sorority has a floor in the Sparkman .dorm, and while you don't
have to live in the dorm, it gives the new and old members alike a chance to live with their
sisters and &et to know them better.
For the guys, there are fraternities. Each fraternity has its own house, and they all throw
parties almost every Thursday night. They also have at least one weekend-long party a year
each, with creative names such as Shipwreck and Hurricane. The fraternities promote brotherhood, and they are also involved in campus activities, social functions , grades, etc.
''There are many benefits to joining a fraternity that people don' t really realize," said
Interfraternity Council (IFC) president and ATO member Matt Crandon. "Fraternity life is not
just partying - areas like scholarship, leadership opportunities, community service, and
especially the brotherhood are what fraternities are all about."
All Greek organizations have some things in common. They all have a philanthropy, which
lets them help with community service. These philanthropies include such things as arthritis
research, breast cancer foundation , and Camp AASCA.
Greek organizations help promote the social life of their members by having mixers with
other Greeks. They also have formals , which are a great chance to get your date, get dressed
up and have the time of you life 'with your brothers or sisters. Greek organizations offer
leadership experience to their members, because they all follow some sort of organized
hierarchy within the organization, as well as in Panhellenic or IfC.
There is also a chance to be recognized for outstanding achievement by becoming a member
of the Order of Omega. This is a Greek honor society that includes members from both
fraternities and sororities. Nominees are voted on by their own organization, and then those
people are voted on by the current members of the Order of Omega. Although it is tough to
get invited to join, it is a chance to be recognized by the Greek community as a whole.
Greek Week is another time that all Greek organizations share. It is a week of sports, social
activities, and just plain fun. It is full of friendly competition as all the sororities compete against the other sororities and the fraternities against the other fraternities. There is a banquet
at the end of the week to announce the winners of Greek Week, as well.as the new Greek God
and Goddess. The entire week is a wonderful opportunity to socialize with other organizations
and to geno know everyone a little better.
If you are interested in becoming a member of a fraterni ty or sorority, you have to go
. through rush. This involves a week near the end of August for the girls, where they stay in
Fitzpatrick dorm while they go to the sororities' parties. The guys have their rush in September near the beginning of-school, and they are taken around to all the fraternity houses. Rush
is a great way to get to know the members.of the organizations, as well as the people you are
going through rush with, even if you don't decide to join a fraternity or sorority .
For more information about Greek organizations or about how to sign up for fa ll rush, call
the Office of Student Activities at 782-5490.

Community service : A yourig man from the
Jacksonville Housing Authority program gets
a frig ht at the Sigma Phi Epsilon haunted house
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on Halloween. Greek organizations help to
support support community functions like the
housing authority.
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Jacksonville State University's Student Newspaper.
AMERICAN SCHOLASTIC PRESS ASSOCIATION

First Place Newspaper
(Schools with enrollments of 2501 + category)
Perfect score for page design
1995
ASSOCIATED COLLEGIATE PRESS

First Class rating
with three marks of distinction
1994
SOCIETY OF PROFESSIONAL JOURNALISTS

Best All Around Non-Daily Newspaper
Third place overall
1995
SOUTHEASTERN JOURNALISM CONFERENCE

First place, Features writing
Third Place, Features writing
First place, Sports photography
Honorable mention, Feature photography
Top Twenty Newpapers in the Southeast
1995

Offices are located at 180 Self Hall (back of the building, through the double doors, then left).
Come by and pick up a volunteer application and get started on your career in award-winning journalism.
Photographers and writers welcome.

DOMINO'S PIZZA

SPORTS
................

Hand Toued, Thick, or Thin Crust
Cheese
1 item
2 ltem
3 item
4 ltem
5 item
61tem

The new frontier
A new conference and division will
challenge Gamecock teams of the
future.

DeepDluPu

lld.

Lg.

11d.

LC,

6 .70
7.60
8.50
9.40
10.30
11.20
12.10

9.95
11.35
12.75
14.15
15.55
16.95
18.35

7.70
8.60
9.50
10.40
11.30
12.20
13.10

11.45
12.95
14.45
15.95
17.45
18.95
20.45

Auaflable Toppini,s:
Pepperoni, Ham, Sausage, Beef. Breakfast Bacon,
Onions, Green Peppers. Fresh Mushrooms, Green
Olives. · Black Olives, Jalapenoes, Pineapple and
Anchovies.

BY JEH JEH PRUITT
Jacksonville State University has long been known as a campus of
champions. Within the last IO years JSU teams have taken home six
national championship titles, two in gymnastics, two in baseball, and
one each in basketball and football.
But things may be changing on the campus of champions. The
mighty Gamecoks are in a state of transition, making the move from
NCAA Division II to Division I (Div. I-AA in football).
All of the Jacksonville State University teams have completed al
least one first year of the trial period, and most fared well against some
strong competition. In fact, JSU Head Baseball Coach Rudy Abbott
came away with his 800th win last spring.
Many people thought the University was fooli sh to attend the
division move at this time. They thought the teams should ride the
winning waves for a few more years, but the administration and the
Board of Trustees proceeded with the move. They said they had good
cause.
For one thing, competition was getting scarce for the Gamecock
athletes.
The scheduling problems that plagued Gamecocks teams for the last
two years may be over, for the most part. JSU is the newest member
of the Trans America Athletic conference, and the move will be
effective for the 1995-96 year. The TAAC, which includes the
Samford Bulldogs, will split into two divisions. In basketball, the
T AAC champion is an automatic bid to the NCAA Tournament's 64team field . Florida International was last year's TAAC representative
in the tourney.
The football tern will compete as a 1-AA independent, but will add
old foe Troy State to its schedule.
The move has advantages for the student athletes as well. Pro scouts
are often more interested in Division I teams, so it can help them with
their futures. The benefits for the present are impressive too. In order
to meet all of the requirements, JSU will have to add several new
sports, giving more students an opportunity for athletic competition.
The move do Division I is also the driving force oohind the construction of the new baseball stadium.
The future isn't clear for the JSU Gamecocks, but the coaches view
the rocky road ahead as a challenge, not an obstacle to success. The
Gamecocks ar moving up in the world, and they 're taking their
winning attitude with them.

Lunch Specials: 11:00 AM to 4:00 PII

Large 1 topping for 7.95
Medium 2 topping and 2 Cokes 7.95
• Lunch hours may uaryfrom store to store.

Carru out Special:
The DOMINATOR 30 Slice
Ani,tfme Specfals:
Buy a medium P1ua at regular price and get a second
medium of equal or lesser value for
$4.00
Buy a large pizza at regular price and get a second
large of equal or lesser value for
$5.00

435-82()0
•

Domino's Specialty Pizzas
Bad TOIied. ntu. or nm en.t
Deluxe
Vegt

Extravaganza

Deep Dllll Pa

....

LC-

9.95

14.95

10.95 16.45

....

LC-

9.95

14.95

10.95 16.45

11.20

16.95

12.20 18.45

Meat Feast

9.95

14.95

10.95 16.45

BBQ

·8.95

13.95

9.95 15.45

Bacon Dbl. Cbeeae 8.95

13.95

9.95 15.45

Bacon Cheddar

13.95 -

9.95 15.45

8.95

Additional Item.:

Contributing writer: Jamie Cole

Bread Sticks
Garden Salad
Side Salad
Extra Cup of Sauce
Extra Dressing

2.00
2.50
1.50
.25
.25

Dominator Pizza - 30 Slices - 1 Item
Cany out $11.65
Additional Toppings $1.60

q'9lfege ,::.
Kentucky

Beuerages:

mford

State*
llnnois

-
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12 oz. Coke or Diet Coke $.50
2 liter Coke or Diet Coke $1.50
AU Prices Include Sales Tax.
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nIllinois. "Another worry is that it is such a large campus, and he may
10t get the attention that he may want."
Some students, even after they have left home, still depend on their
iarents for everything- money, class scheduling and advice on the
1arious aspects of college. "In our (psychology) clinic, we often see
:tudents who are homesick," said Suarez-Crowe.
Other students are very independent. This can make parents feel left
mt of their child's life. The student may not ask for as much advice
IB they used to, if any at all. The parent may not feel needed anymore.
Then there are the students who are in the middle. They can make
!ecisions for themselves but still like to have parental reassurance.
She calls to tell me what she's decided," said Cheatwood. "But in
sence, she's asking for advice."
The advice most parents may find to be most tempting to give is what
heir child should major in and eventually have a career in.
"It's tough not to tell her what to do and be," Cheatwood said. "It's
ard not to impose what I want for her career. I constantly have to think
bout that. You have to allow the students to do what makes them
appy ."
It is important to keep up communication between parents and
hildren, both for the student and the parent. "We call him once a
,eek," said Crowe. "Every Sunday. And ifhe needs to call us, he can."
Sometimes the bond between family members is too strong to only
tlk once a week. "We call each other three or four times a week," said
:heatwood. She says ,she and her daughter talk often because they like
rnpdate each other on what is going on in the family and with school.
Children moving out is not always a bad thing for parents. They have
ent at least 17 years raising one or more children. They probably
nt most of their time and money on their children.
On the other hand, some parents were so involved in their children's
ves in high school, including going to ball games, helping out on
.hool plays, or chaperoning dances, that when the students go to
)liege, the parents don ' t know what to do with themselves.
''A number of people focus their entire lives around their children,"
id Crowe. "Once they go to college, they [parents] need to reestabh themselves in the social community."
If you think students have some adjusting to do when they go to
liege, think about their parents. Students are moving toward their
n lives, marriage, a family, and a career. Very often this life
dually excludes parents. College is a great experience, but rememr your parents - they're losing their babies.

Dreaming Of A
Cure For Diabetes?
Here's A Preview.
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s~:Ot
Center.

Juvenile
Diabetes
Foundation
International

The latest Diabetes Research Progress_ ReP',rt has
just been publish_ed by the juvenile Diabetes
Foundation. To hnd out how close researchers are
to finding a cure, call 1-800-JD_F-CUREand ask
for your free copy of this ir,spmng report.

1-800-JDF-CURE

INDEPENDENT
STUDY
the alternative
When students simply cannot get
to a class they need for graduation,
ix,dependent study is the

alternative.
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Going to McD~nald's®is almost as much a part of school as
going to class. You've made us the place to meet, to talk, to have
a good time, to celebrate your victories and help forget your
defeats.
You've made McDonald's more than just another place to eat.

For~f ~i~E~~s /a:i.:fs
Tuscaloosa, AL 35487-0388

ora11ton-£ree in Alabama

What you want
iswhatyouget.
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Jacksonville McDonald's, 312 Pelham Road, North

1-800-452-5971
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BUDGET CUTS
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BY BENJAMIN CUNNINGHAM

So you think college is expensive? Don't be surprised if you
wind up paying more than you
expected for tuition, for housing,
for Jab fees, parking fees, library
fines ... basically for just about
everything. Costs at JSU, and at
colleges across the state, will probably be on the rise if Alabama
Governor Fob James manages to
convince the state legislature to
reduce funding for higher education.
James has proposed cutting state
funding for higher education by
12 percent, in order to provide
more state money to public K-12
schools. The governor's proposal
is the latest move in a two-year
political struggle over statefunded education, which begun in
1993 when a circuit court judge
ruled that Alabama's system of
distributing funds toK-12schools
was unconstitutional. Since that
time, two governors' administrations and two legislatures have
failed to do anything to change
the system, despite public outcry
and a special legislative session in
Keith Tasker
Getting ready: SGA officers Angel Narvaez and Matt Crandon prepare
1994.
paperwork for a protest of the budget cuts.
Since his election in November
of 1994, James has said that he
plans to challenge the court's ruling. Instead of changing the process by which allots state money
to schools based on
population levels,
which leaves some
schools grossly underfunded while others alThe perception is that
legedly roll in cash,
higher education is
James has proposed
simply pumping more
well-funded ... That's
money into the current
a false assumption.
system.
James found the
source for this money
in the state's higher
education system,
which many seem to think receives more than its fair share
when it comes to state money.
"The perception is that higher
education is well-funded in comparison to K-12. That's a false
assumption," David Watts, JSU' s
Vice President for Academic Af-
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fairs told The Chanticleer earlier
this year. According to Watts,
Alabama spending per student in
higher education ranks among the
lowest in the country.
Figures provided by JSU seem
to bear this out. The numbers
show state and local spending per
full-time student in Alabama is
well below the average for the
southern region, ranking 11th out
of 15 southern states. James' proposed 12-percent cut in state
spending for higher education
would drop Alabama even further
down on the list.
Here at JSU, that 12 percent, in
addition to a number of statefunded programs targeted by the
governor for elimination, would
amount to a loss of more than $3.1
million. The cuts would result in
the loss of money for programs
that assist and train area K-12
teachers, such as the National
Writing Project and the Technology Scholarship program for Alabama Teachers. Also in jeopardy
is the University's access to the
Internet and a computer network
that links the library to the libraries of other major universities in
the st_ate.
If the legislature passes the cuts,
JSU would basically enter a state
of financial emergency. University President Harold McGee says
that freezes on hiring and purchasing are likely. He says that
the University would also probably offer fewer sections of each
class, a move that would increase
class size, and competition for
available seats in classes. It could
also result in a lengthening of the
time it takes a student to complete
a degree.
JSU's Board of Trustees is already taking measures to offset
any cuts in state funding. The
board will vote this summer on a
resolution for an increase in tuition. If passed, full-time enrollment tuition would rise to $920
per semester, an increase of $50.
Student reaction at JSU to the
tuition increase and the governor's
proposals has been mixed. Chad
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Gorham, a sophomore majoring
in education, says he thinks an
increase in funds to K-12 would
be a good idea, but that as a college student he sees the disadvantages of the 12-percent cut. "I'm
kind of caught in a double jeopardy," Gorham says.
"Half the schools in Alabama
don'thavetheequipmentthatthey
need," says Gabriel Johnson, a
JSU senior. "I agree with it [the
budget cut] if it's for the lower
grades."
Gorham says that in light of the
pending budget cuts, the tuition
increase is acceptable. "Fifty dollars now might be better ... than it
costing a lot more for our kids to
go to public school," he says.
Johnson, however, says the
University should cut unnecessary expenditures before passing
the cost of education on to students. "Maybe they should think
about cutting down on the athletic
division. To me, that's unnecessary," she says. "Why not cut out
some of their funding instead of
increasing tuition?"
In response to the governor's
proposals, JSU's SGA is developing a lobbying campaign to
convince state legislators to vote
against any cuts for higher education. SGA president Emily Hawk
says the student government is
working on a letter writing campaign to get students and their
parents to contact legislators about
the proposals.
Alf of this, of course, is dependent on whether or not the legislature passes James' proposal,
something state senator Doug
Ghee does not see as likely. "We
[the legislature] have not had any
test votes yet, but the sentiment
seems to be a desire to avoid those
cuts in higher ed if at all possible,"
Ghee says. Ghee also believes the
governor's challenge of the circuit courtruling will probably fail,
and says the majority of the legislature shares this view . "We ...
realize we've got to work with the
judge as to K-12 funding in the
long run," he says.

The Southern Brass Classic
Drum & Bugle Corps Contest
FEATURING
Arizona Sun, Southwind, Spirit of Atlanta, The Glassmen, The Bluecoats and The Cavaliers

Wednesday, August 2, 1995 • 7:30 P.M. •Paul Snow Memorial Stadium
JACKSONVILLE STATE UNIVERSITY
TICKETS: Advance Orders VIP $15 General $10 GATE: VIP $15 General $12
Groups--for groups of twenty or more, tickets are $8/ea., with two free tickets for every twenty people.

Call 1-800-231-5291 Ext. 5562, ask for Sherry or Mr. Bodiford for information or ticket orders.

JOIN THE PRIDE OF JSU---'THE MARCIHNG SOUTHERNERS"
The 1995 JSU Marching Southerners promises to be one of the best college marching bands
in the Southeast. If you are a high school senior or if you were in a high school band and play
a wind or percussion instrument, consider becoming a part of this great organization. The
band will be approximately 250 members strong. This will include winds, percussion,
colorguard, and The Marching Ballerinas. This year, one of Jax State's biggest rivals returns
to the football schedule--TROY STATE. Of course, this means the return of the •
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Come join us as we WHUP TROY!!!
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BLOW SOUTHERNERS!
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YOU WANT IT, WE'VE GOT IT!
New CD's & Cassettes (ask about our music DZ Card)

IOO's of Wild and Crazy Things Not Available Anywhere!
•Shirts
•Patches
•Posters
•lnsense
•Jewelry
• Blacklites
0> •Tattoo's
•Stickers
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lOOO's of Used CD's & Cassettes (starting at 99¢)
5730 McClellan Blvd.

I I

Anniston, Alabama

THE STUDENT GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION .
AND THE STUDENT ACTIVITIES COUNCIL
ENCOURAGE YOlU TO GIE1r liNV01L VIED! !
S.G.A. COMMITTEES
Homecoming/Spirit
Associate Justice
Constitution/Bylaws
Academic Improvement
Public Safety
Appropriations
Blood Drive
Class Ring/Awards Day
Residence Life/Facilities
Library

Major Entertainment
Issues & Concerns
Cinematic Arts
Comedy Club
Publicity
Special Events
CoffeeHouse
Casino Night
Recycling
Wellness

The S.G.A. Is Y (O)ur Avenue For Expression.
Let Your Voice Be Heard!
If You Are Interested In Getting Involved With The
S.G.A., Drop By The Office On The Fourth Floor,
Theron Montgomery Building Or Call 782-5490.
Sponsored And Paid For By The SGA

